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Thanks so much for downloading this guide, I hope you find it
helpful. Some things that are helpful to know....
 
This is longer than your usual five step guide. After polling like-
minded people like yourself, I decided to make it more
accessible I’d add “Reflection Points” that give you a pause for
thought. 
 
You can do the guide all at once, or break after each reflection
point. Don’t give in to your procrastinator side and give up on
this!
 
Not only are you getting sixty tips to help you get your sh*t
together and get moving towards the success you want but
you’re also getting some reflection points and…
 
The chance to win FREE coaching
 
I’ll be picking winners to receive FREE coaching sessions
valued at $150  to truly get clear about goals and action plans –
all you have to do to win is join the Facebook group, and post
any of your reflection points into the group!
 

Join the Facebook Group now:
 

No Right Way – Goal Getters with Tessa Hull
 
You’ll benefit from LIVE trainings, expert guest speakers,
networking opportunities, FREE resources and community
support
 
So make sure you join the group and I’ll see you there!

Hey lovely,
First things first...

http://fb.com/groups/norightwayltd


Treat time like a commodity and track what you’re doing with
it. You wouldn’t just give money away, so don’t give your time
away either. Use a diary or an app to track what you’re doing
with your time – have you ever gone to check an email then
looked up and ten minutes has gone by? Get more mindful
about how you spend your time and watch how much you start
to save.

Time blocking means working in set blocks of time to
maintain productivity. The Pomodoro technique Is a great
example of this; work in 25 minute blocks (known as a
Pomodoro) with a 3-5 minute break between each one. After
four Pomodoros take a longer break. Then reset and go again.
Hey high achievers! I see you! Don’t go over that 25 minute time
limit – the point is that you get used to working in the set
blocks of time until you can extend the times for every block.

Brian Tracy advised you should “eat the frog”, meaning you
should do your worst or least enjoyable task first. Why? Well,
you’ll go through the day with a sense of accomplishment and
the knowledge that nothing you do will be any worse than that
AND you’ll not spend the day worrying about the upcoming
task or putting things off to avoid it.

Treat Your Time as a
Commodity

Eat The Frog

Block Your Time



Prioritising your tasks helps you make sure you know what
you need to do, versus what you want to do. When you have your
tasks in front of you, go through them and letter them all as
follows, then make sure you do all of A before you head to B, all
of B before you head to C (you get me, you’re
smart, just don’t jump ahead):
 
 A -  Urgent - Major consequences – will cause a problem if not
done in a timely manner – such as responding to a deadline
 B - Necessary – Minor Consequences - not immediately
required but will cause issues if not completed – such as
replying to a non-urgent email from someone who requires an
answer
 C  - Nice to do – No Consequences – something that would add
value but has no consequences if not done – such as watching a
webinar replay or talking to a friend on the phone
 D - Delegate – tasks that you can delegate to someone else to
free up your time 
 E - Eliminate – tasks that are neither urgent, necessary or add
value to your current goal

Listing your Top 3 must dos for the day is going to help you
get real intentional about how you start. Write them down, and
make sure they get done – these are non-negotiables.

Waking up earlier might not be your cup of tea (or coffee)
but it’s going to give you extra time in your day. We all have the
same 24 hours in the day, so what’s your excuse?

Prioritise Your Tasks

List Your Top 3 Tasks

Wake Up Earlier



Learn to say no. If you are a people pleaser and take on
tasks for other people, or you are a multi-passionate creature
that cant help jumping on a new opportunity offered to you,
then you’ll find real power in that little two letter word, “no”.
Now I’m not saying you need to be rude about it, but know your
capabilities, set your boundaries and stop agreeing to things
you don’t want or don’t have the time for.

Whether you’re on the bus on the way home, you’re stuck in
traffic, you’re sweating on the treadmill, cooking up a storm, or
something else, you could be making the most of that time.
Download podcasts, read, listen to Ted talks, learn a language,
enjoy audiobooks, brainstorm ideas…but make the most of your
downtime where you can!

Listen, and listen good. DONE IS BETTER THAN PERFECT.
Perfectionists, it’s ok, I have your back, but honestly it looks great.
Stop tweaking, stop second guessing, stop double taking and just
DO THE DAMN THING.

Set Your Boundaries

Use Your Down Time

Drop the Perfectionism



What do Barack Obama, Steve Jobs, Oprah, Tony Robbins, Anna
Wintour & Ernest Hemingway all have in common? A morning
routine. No matter the industry, a morning routine sets you up
properly for the day and allows for better energy and clarity.
You should try to include drinking water, moving your body
(even it is just a quick shimmy in the shower, some reflection
time, reading and journalling.

Working in batches means doing the same type of tasks at the
same time, so you don’t split your focus or use extra energy
switching between.
For example, get in a “writing zone” and batch your emails, blog
posts and social media content. Need more video content? Grab
a couple of different outfits and film several in one batch. It’ll
also save you time on set up and break down between tasks.

Dump out all that information and clutter in your mind. Take a
piece of paper (or your desktop if you prefer) and literally dump
your thoughts out onto it. Write down everything in your mind
ignoring whether it makes sense or is relevant; the point of this
exercise is that you are clearing space in your mind for the
actual important things! Go back through your brain dump
afterwards and pick out what you need to focus on.

You know who can always make sure you manage your time
and knows when you’re lying about what you’ve been doing?
YOU DO. You are your best accountability check so cut the crap
friend, and start owning up to your behaviours.

Be Accountable

Have a Morning Routine

Batch Your Tasks

Brain Dump



Knowing your brain waves is a great tool for your time
management. When your brain is in alpha state this is your
calm, creative, focussed state – great for designing social media
content, blog writing, planning schedules, crafting emails etc.
Have you ever become so engrossed in a ask you lose track of
time? That’s your alpha state. When your brain is in beta state, it
is at “high alert” and is great for making decisions, fast and
critical thinking, engagement (like sales presentations) or
focussed mental activity. You cannot maintain beta state for a
sustained period of time – when you try to do this, you’ll
recognise that feeling you know as burn out! Your delta
state is sleeping (and healing), your theta state is the
gatekeeper of your subconscious (so be kind to yourself, as
theta state is processing everything you say and think) and
your gamma state is your “higher self” state and can actually
improve your brain function!

Shit happens. Not preparing for that can leave you all out
of motivation and focus. Scheduling buffer times between tasks
allows for rest time, allows for extra time to finish and reduces
the “failure feeling” and most importantly, allows for those
times where life simply gets in the way.

Well this seems obvious but so many people miss this step.
Instead of talking about what you’ll do, just do it. Start the damn
thing.

Know your Brain Waves

Just Start

Allow Buffer Time



We spoke about morning routines, but routine in general is a
fantastic way to keep on top of your time management. Have
you heard of decision fatigue? The brain can only make so
many decisions in a day, and once you’ve depleted your
decision bank, you won’t get it back until you restart! Setting
routines helps not only reduce decisions and increases
productivity, but also teaches you good habits and time
management – after all, practice makes perfect.

Let go of the reins ladies – delegating tasks that are not
important or enjoyable can help you in the long run.
Outsourcing tasks that must be done but you hate doing may
cost you a little money at first but will save you time, and leave
you with more space to do the things that you love and that
you’re good at…so you’re going to benefit more!

It’s tempting, especially when you’re feeling super
productive, to power ahead without giving yourself any rest.
Think of your brain as a muscle, and do not over train! Take
breaks between tasks, especially if you’re using screens a lot!
Make sure you move, stretch and reset into your focus before
starting again. Self care includes knowing when to stop.

Have you noticed how once you figure out how to do
something, the next time it’s faster or easier? That’s because
you have essentially “set a system” for your tasks. Decide on
specific ways to do certain things, and stick to your system.
The consistency will pay off with increased productivity.

Get Into a Routine

Set Systems

Delegate

Rest



One tip I could start 
doing immediately...

My Fave Tip So Far Is....

REFLECTION POINT

One of the tips that I'm
already doing is...

Don't forget to post in the FB group with
your reflections to enter to win FREE

coaching



It's simple psychology. Do a good job, get a treat. Do a poor job,
don't. Now it is important to remember that firstly the reward
should fit the task. Small tasks should be rewarded with small
things, and bigger tasks should be rewarded with bigger.
Choosing your rewards during the goal setting part of your time
will also allow for greater motivation. On the flip side, make
sure the punishment fits the crime. So you missed a
deadline by five minutes? Probably not worth too much of a
punishment. You watched Netflix for three hours and now
you’ve not done what you were meant to do? No Netflix for the
rest of the week. You feel me?

Get a water bottle and put it by your working space. Have
another in the bedroom. Have another by your comfy spot. Your
brain is mostly water, and it relies on water to deliver nutrients
and remove toxins. Staying hydrated makes for better focus and
concentration, and the rest of your body will thank you for it too.
Just prepare yourself for extra bathroom breaks if you don’t
usually drink so much #guilty

When you tell other people what you are going to do, and more
importantly, BY WHEN, you step up to another level of
accountability. After all, nobody likes to tell someone they
didn't do what they said they would right?

Sometimes managing your time and getting stuff done means
doing the things you don't like to do. Selling to clients, sending
awkward emails, filming video content, staying in the office a
little later - do it, get uncomfortable, and stop wasting time
putting it off.

Hydrate

Get Uncomfortable

Go Public

Reward & Punish



When you visualise, what you are actually doing is feeding
your Reticular Activating System (RAS) with information. Your
RAS is running constantly, filtering all information and only
feeding your brain with what is relevant – which is why you
can zone out of conversation going on around you and then
snap back in immediately when someone says your name, or
something relevant to you. Have you noticed how when you’re
thinking of buying a car, you suddenly see the car you want
everywhere? That’s because your RAS has accepted that it’s
important information.
Here’s the kicker – your brain cannot understand what is
real, and what is imagined. So when you visualise, your brain
treats the information as valid and true. Visualising your goals,
or even a productive day, can massively help you move forward.

Like above, there are so many planners out there that are
fantastic to use. Decide whether you prefer pen and paper, or
electronic, and then go hunting. Remember to consider what
you need the most to be productive...space for goals, a week or
month view, room for reflection or gratitudes...what is it you
need?

Journaling and how you do it is a completely personal
choice. There are many great journals out there if you’re
struggling to start from scratch, but you can use journaling to
outline your perfect day, set goals, write gratitudes and
affirmations, just brain dump all those ideas, write your
feelings or whatever else you would find helpful. Journaling
allows for a clearer mind and focus, which allows for better
productivity and time management.

Visualise

Journal

Find a Good Planner



Earlier, you were introduced to Decision Fatigue. When your
brain is fatigued it exhibits poorer decision-making skills and
cognitive skills as a whole, focus is decreased and your time is
not used as efficiently. You can reduce the fatigue by planning
ahead. For example, choosing the outfit you’ll wear the next day
might transport you back to your pre-teen years but will also
reduce the amount of unimportant decisions you make the next
day. Deciding on your important tasks the night before will also
help you save time and decision making energy the next day.

How many times have you signed up for a free course or
webinar and then completely forgotten about it until that
helpful email pings into your inbox an hour before? Setting
reminders is a great way to keep on top of what you need to do
throughout the day…it doesn’t just need to be work, you can also
set reminders to drink more water, or call a friend!

Here’s a strange concept. You actually have to make time to
plan. Planning doesn’t just happen magically and effective
planning takes some focus and decision making. So decide a
time to actually make your plans. Depending on your individual
working style, you can make time to plan for days, weeks,
months and even years. You may want to time on a Sunday to
plan for the week ahead, and take five minutes each day to
check your plans for the next day for example!

Plan Ahead

Set Time To Plan Planning

Set Reminders



When the brain focusses on two tasks, it delegates between
grey-matter, splitting your brain power for both. When you
introduce another mentally taxing task the brain starts to lose
its capability to hold focus on all the tasks required. So even
though multi-tasking or jumping from one task to another and
back again can be tempting, it usually means you’ll complete
both tasks slower than if you focussed on one until complete,
then the next.

Turn off your notifications. Put the phone on do not disturb. Log
out of social media. Switch off the television. Ask your spouse
to watch the kids. Unplug the internet. Move to Cambodia. Do
what you need to do to stop being distracted.

This one is simple. If you come across a task that will take less
than two minutes to complete, then do it immediately.

Don't Split Focus

Two Minute Rule

Drop Distractions

Remove Incompletes and
Messes
Did you know that if you spent ten minutes scrolling through
your email inbox every day at the average 9-5 job, you’d lose
forty hours a year? What could you do with forty hours extra?
Removing those little niggly jobs (like sorting a messy inbox,
clearing out the garage, filing your paperwork etc) will release
more time for you to do the important things.
Remember to delegate tasks if you need to!



Things change. If you were planning to drive a certain route
and half way through your journey you realised a road was
blocked, you would consider a different route. It's the same with
your plans, so be prepared to perform regular reviews of your
plans to ensure they still fit with what you are aiming to
achieve. A regular review of your goals is also great to boost
your motivation!

Your food is your fuel, and it’s so important for your
productivity. The gut is referred to as the second brain due to
the massive part it plays in your day to day cognitive function.
The majority of your serotonin is produced by your gut, and
poor gut health leads to lowered focus, decision making skills
and energy. Look at what you’re eating and consider keeping a
food diary to track what’s triggering that afternoon slump you
can’t fight through!

Pride or even fear of rejection often stops people asking for help
with things that would take much less time with a helping
hand! Next time someone says "can I do anything to help?" why
ot say, actually yes! 

Does this need explaining? Sleep is your brain's time to
regenerate and heal, and process all the information from the
day. It's also time for your body to renew as well...so make sure
you're packing in the zzz

Ask For Help

Sleep

Eat Right

Perform Regular Reviews



Do you know the difference between urgent and important?
Urgent refers to "how soon" and usually is considered "a must
do task" due to external factors (such as deadlines). Urgent
tasks are likely to require immediate attention.Important refers
to "how much" and usually is considered a "must do task" due to
internal factors (such as goals). Knowing the difference can
help you decide how to prioritise your tasks! Using
Eisenhower's matrix (below) can help you figure out what you
should do and when...

Resist the temptation to scroll your email inbox while on the
telephone, or listen to a webinar while writing a blog post. You
will not retain information or concentrate as you should, and
are likely to have to go back and spend more time redoing the
work.

Don't Half Job It

Eisenhower's Matrix



One tip I will recommend
to someone I know...

The most interesting tip...

REFLECTION POINT

The tip I wish I knew
before...

Don't forget to post in the FB group with
your reflections to enter to win FREE

coaching



Your purpose is what keeps you driven and motivated even
when the chips are down. When you are doing tasks that are
not in alignment with your purpose you will feel resistance and
often will waste time trying to force through the negative
feelings. Learn to recognise when your tasks do not fit your
purpose - then you can drop them.

If you have tasks that you did not complete during the day, then
carry them through to the next day and complete them first
thing. 

Getting lost in a task is a great feeling, until you realise you've
missed the deadline for something else you were supposed to
do. Keep an eye on the clock, for your deadlines, and for your
time blocks too.

Make sure you have everything you need so you aren't rushing
around or wasting valuable time looking for things. Put files
where you can access them with ease. Have your keys ready by
the door. Reset your work space before you leave. Preparation is
key!

Watch The Clock

Prepare What You Need

Know Your Purpose

Carry Tasks Over

80/20 Rule
The 80/20 rule states that 20% of your tasks should produce
80% of your results. Recognising which of your tasks produce
your results, means recognising which of your tasks you should
prioritise.



This doesn't mean you have to Marie Kondo your desk, or
workplace, after all some people thrive in the chaos. It means
arrange things in the best way to suit you. Ensure the things
you use daily are close to hand. Use appropriate organisation
techniques for files. Some non negotiables for your workspace
include good lighting, a clock and good postioning!

Measure your productivity on results, NOT on time spent. A
quick job might be rushed and shoddy, and spending hours on a
job that should take ten minutes isn't good either. If you only
work for an hour but get tons done, that's better than working
all day and not getting anywhere. So get used to looking at your
results! 

You may have tasks with already enforced deadlines, but that
doesn't mean you can't set your own deadlines to suit you too.
Assigning deadlines to tasks and goals means assigning a level
of accountability and urgency that isn't there before.

If you do something often, why not create a template for it so
you don't regularly redo similar work? For example, design your
own templates for social media content, or email drafts, or your
shopping list, to save time each time you do it!

Set Your Own Deadlines

Create Templates

Organise Your Workspace

Results v Time Spent



Anywhere you can. If you have an idea in the car, voice note it.
Out walking? Write it in your email drafts. At work? In the
planner. When you're learning, take notes and code them so
you can refer back to them clearly (! for important, ? for
research for example). If you're consuming video or  audio
content make a note of the time, so you can easily refer back.

Try to stick to putting all your tasks into just one place. Commit
to using a planner, or a diary, or an app to keep all your tasks
together and not scattered all over. Apps like Trello, Asana or
Evernote are great for this as they are accessible on any of your
devices!

When you feel particularly motivated, understanding why can
help you replicate that feeling again. Did you eat well? Were you
feeling refreshed? Did your boss give you a pep talk? Did you
listen to a particularly podcast? Know what gets you ticking,
and you can keep doing it!

Put your task lists and your goals where you can see them!

Just like your goals. your tasks are at their best when they are
specific. Break them down as much as possible, so you can stay
focussed, and get them done as efficiently as possible. 

Understand Motivation

Take Notes

Make Tasks Visible

Get Specific

Plan in One Place



Good habits like morning routines, drinking water and working
in time blocks can be taught. Studies show that repeating a
behaviour for thirty days will cause the brain to create a habit.
You must commit to thirty days, so next time you think you
can't do something - tell yourself thirty days, and see what
happens!

Are you a morning person or a night owl? Full of pep in the
afternoon but no good pre-coffee? Pay attention to the times of
day your energy is at a high level and adapt your tasks to suit it.
If you know you struggle to concentrate post lunch, that’s not
the time to take an important meeting for example!

Ladies, listen up. Your menstrual cycle affects your
productivity. Your energy, focus and motivation cycles just as
you do, so get used to recognising which stage of your cycle you
are in, and schedule tasks accordingly. 

When the to-do list seems too much to cope with, enjoy making
a ta-da list to match. Everytime you achieve something, or do
something you enjoy or are proud of, put it on your ta-da list!

Do your snooze your alarm until it's a round number? Or decide
you can't start a task at 11:07, you'll wait until 11:15? All of those
minutes you are rounding up are getting lost! Stop it!

Know Your Energy

Make a Ta-Da! List

Create Habits

Stop Rounding Up

Match Your Cycle



Imma get real with you now. Let me tell you, that no amount of
strategising, time blocking, planning and goal setting will help you
reach your maximum productivity efficiency if you do not have
your head in the game.
 
What you tell yourself about your time management skills, is what
your brain will hear, process and then exhibit. If you tell yourself
you are always late, you are increasing your chances of being late.
Calling yourself a quitter or a failure will only cause your RAS to
look for more opportunities to confirm that. Saying you'll never get
this done, or that you're lazy, will hold you back. You must adapt an
attitude of efficiency, both in what you do, AND what you think. 
 
Limiting beliefs are the number one reason you are not getting your
work done. The story you are telling yourself is why you are not
getting your work done.
 
So change it. Learn to recognise negative self talk, and replace it
with kindness and respect - talk to yourself like you would a friend.
 
Use the tools you are already equipped with to get to the bottom of
WHY you believe you cannot do what you want to do. As soon as
you deal with that mindset, more and more opportunities will
become available to you.
 
Procrastination is simply emotional avoidance. Most of the time it
comes down to a fear of rejection, which is something you have
developed in your earlier life.  Reading self development books,
meditating, or seeking the help from a coach will help with your
mindset. You can learn how to change it. Are you ready to take that
step?

Change Your Mindset

So there you have it. Sixty tips to take to improve your time
management skills and increase your productivity.
 



Someone I know who will
like this guide...

I could change my mindset
by....

REFLECTION POINT

The tip I will use more 
often is....

Don't forget to post in the FB group with
your reflections to enter to win FREE

coaching



Thankyou!
Thank you so much for taking the time to read this guide! I hope you
found it helpful. I'd love to know what you thought, and which your
favourite tip was! Reply to this email and let me know!!

Win prizes!
Make sure you join my Facebook Group for live trainings, guest
speakers,  free resources, tips and tricks and community support
PLUS  don't forget to post for your chance to win FREE coaching with
me!

J OIN THE FACEBOOK COMMUNITY HERE

I'm ready for more...
If you are ready to commit to improving your productivity and your
time management skills, and you are ready to learn how to use your
own individual working style to set your goals and create better
actionable plans so you finally see those projects through, then I am
here for you. I offer intensive and long term 1:1 programs for those
people looking to truly elevate their potential.
 
Whether you want to improve your leadership skills, work towards
your own business, or need the accountability of a hand holding ass
kicking success coach, you can book a FREE call with me now to get
clear on your strategy. Go ahead and click the link below, or send an
email to hello@norightwayltd.com saying you're interested.
 
Every coaching opportunity is unique, so this is a FREE strategy call
for you to get to know me, and you will walk away with immediate
steps to take, whether you choose to work with me in future or not.
 
READY TO ELEVATE YOUR POTENTIAL? BOOK YOUR

FREE STRATEGY CALL BY
 CLICKING HERE NOW

http://fb.com/groups/norightwayltd
https://calendly.com/tessahull-norightway/coffeedate
https://calendly.com/tessahull-norightway/coffeedate
https://calendly.com/tessahull-norightway/coffeedate

